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Presentation Outline
•

Office for National Statistics, UK Population & Migration Statistics
Transformation Programme

•

International migration and the use of Home Office administrative data

•

An error framework for longitudinally linked administrative data

•

Further work in progress
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ONS Population Statistics
Transformation
•

We are the UK’s largest independent producer of official statistics and
its recognised national statistical institute

•

We are responsible for collecting and publishing statistics related to the
economy, population and society at national, regional and local levels

•

We also conduct the census in England and Wales every 10 years

•

Working in partnership across the Government Statistical Service
(GSS), ONS are progressing a programme of work to put
administrative data at the core of our evidence on international
migration by 2020

•

Our work to transform migration statistics is joined up with the Admin
Data Census programme to transform population statistics – with admin
data also at the core of population statistics by 2020
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How we currently measure
international migration
•

International Passenger Survey (IPS) at UK ports- intentions based –
how long migrants plan to stay or leave

•

Outputs include long-term and short-term migration, migrant population,
using UN definitions

•

High demand from our users – including calls from parliamentary
committees - for better evidence on migration

•

Changing policy context means decision-makers and the public need
more evidence on migration, including the impact and contribution of
migration on the economy and society. Existing survey data doesn’t
provide sufficient depth and there are gaps in the evidence base

•

All available sources being considered
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Our latest research
• January research engagement report updating users on our population
and migration statistics transformation journey

• This shows progress towards using administrative data, bringing sources
together to fill gaps in coverage.
• We have researched linked immigration, education, health and annualised
income records.
• Underlines the importance of linkage and triangulation across a range of
sources – no single source has all the answers

• Home Office administrative data is a critical and valuable source in this
research
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SNZ quality framework: Phases 1 and 2

• Extremely valuable taxonomy of error to help us
to understand quality issues
• Taken it a step further to explicitly acknowledge
error arising from the longitudinal dimension
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Statistical design: gathering requirements
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Statistical design: gathering requirements
What are the topics of interest?
What are the key concepts being investigated?
What key variables are required?
Who are the stakeholders – what are their interests
(e.g. policy)
What is the frequency of outputs/outcomes to be
measured?
How timely do the outputs need to be?
What form do the outputs take and how can/ will they
be disseminated (Datasets? Reports?)
What is the population of interest? Is a control
population needed for comparison?

Statistical design: identifying the structural constraints
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Statistical design: identifying the structural constraints
Do the data exist?
What are the known quality issues?
Timeliness and availability of time series
Geographical coverage
Population coverage and completeness
Topic coverage and completeness
Observability (hard to measure topics/populations)
Funding
Legislative and access
Ethical
Technical capacity
Scope and scalability
Coherence across sources, definitions and classifications
External harmonisation requirements
Availability and consistency of identifiers
Do we have measured quality indicators for the sources?

Statistical design: balancing design and error management
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Statistical design: balancing design and error management
Design decisions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total population?
Admin vs survey vs big data vs qualitative
Sampling design and strategy
Mode of collection (e.g. paper or online)
Alignment of time referencing
Periodicity – continuous vs repeated measures
Granularity/disaggregation
Retrospective vs prospective data integration
Appetite for linkage error/quality management
Sequence of matching
……..

User needs
What trying to measure:
Research questions
Coverage and granularity
Statistical precision

Design options
Assess against criteria:
Fit for purpose
Timeliness
Replicability
Relevance
Coherence …. etc

Error
Assess against:
TSE for admin data +
longitudinal dimension

Statistical design: implementation
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Statistical design: implementation
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Further work in progress
• Event history analysis to understand migration patterns and
characteristics and explore alternative definitions of a shortterm/ long-term circular migrant
• Exploring the validity of alternative approaches to imputation of
unobserved migration events
• ‘Signs of life’ research using additional data linkage
• A population estimation framework for linked administrative data
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Discussion
• We have struggled to conceptualise how error
propagates through linked administrative data
through time. Are there existing models or
frameworks that we can draw on?

• To what extent can we / should we seek to manage
the errors that are introduced before we receive the
data? Are the issues for single sources and complex
linked sources different?
• Under what conditions should we impute missing
values in longitudinal data? Are there guidelines?
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Any questions?
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